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About This Game

Blind Trust is a two-player, cooperative game where the deaf leads the blind on a fantasy island. Navigate using only 3D sound
as the blind Oracle, or lead the Oracle with magical sound beacons as the deaf Soldier. Work together to fight monsters, solve

puzzles, and reach your ultimate goal.
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Many fans of the series deride this as the worst of the "Geneforge" games, but personally I think "Geneforge 3" is when the
series gets interesting. Yes there are only two factions this time around compared to the previous game's four and it's structured
in a much more linear fashion, but what the game loses in freedom it gains in complexity of plot and ethical dilemmas. With
only two major factions to choose from, neither of which are perfect, the game's universe approaches "The Witcher" levels of
moral ambiguity at times. This is a game where goodness is often shown to have a steep price and evil often has justifications
which sound strangely good. In a time when gamers are known to petition studios when the ending to a game isn't as upbeat or
things don't turn out exactly as they wanted them to (see: fan uproar over "Mass Effect 3"), it's kind of refreshing to play a game
so brazen about the fact that even the best of intentions to do good often turn out much less than good.. my game has glitched
out so bad its only got like half a screen i cant go into my setting because i cant see them and when im hovering over setting my
mouse is on exit game and when i click settings it exits the game. please someone help.. Story isnt clear.. I may be a loser in
Real life (my wife said that)
But i am the KING of my Dreams!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kq0ML3PGmhU. Good, tough escape room. I hope they get that hint system done!
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Excellent game.. Dont buy this game if its not on sale. Its a short horror game with 6 chapters and a good atmosphere.. It's been
a while since I've felt physically angry at a game that I'm pretty sure isn't designed with the intention of trolling the player.
This looks good, the environments seem consistent & apart from the horrific glare that besets Unreal Engine games, the world
feels thought out & that is the end of the positives, everything else is done in the worst possible way unless this is a really
inobvious troll.

It begins with 15 minutes of active cutscenes where the player gets frozen in place but can still move the camera, I've never
really cared for that but what makes it worse is that there are times where it will give you movement control for 30-40 seconds
where literally nothing else occurs, the character speaking to you leaves & you are just in a room; you wait because you get
locked in place & then wander round unable to interact with anything, willing for something to happen to stop you quitting in
disgust & then something will happen, a competently designed robot will trigger an incredibly drawn out explosion. It's well
designed from an aesthetic standpoint but everything around it is so confusingly poor that it overshadows it.
And then it continues to do it.

After the 15 minute intro tutorial of all my cutscene design nightmares made manifest, you get dumped into a locked room with
the same 2 enemies who spawn & just run at you mindlessly firing, it's about 15-20 waves & it's instantly boring. The weapons
have no real sense of feedback, impact on enemies, there is no HUD or reticle so it's hard to tell when I'm taking damage or if
I'm hitting them because these are the bright flash future weapons that I last remember being annoyed about in the garbage of
Steam classic 'X-17'. The game doesn't tell you that you're in a wave based situation either, you just slog through spawn after
spawn & eventually the teleporter explodes & then there is a long pause & then for no obvious reason you spawn into an empty
room and so you wander round looking for things to interact with when there are none & then after what feels like an age (about
90 secconds) a character will teleport in just as you are contemplating returning this because it is the worst paced nightmare of
bad design choices.

If this isn't the most elaborate troll game I've seen, it is a stunning & really sad example of a game world idea & storyline that by
accident has stumbled upon every way to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the player off; every time I thought I was
transitioning from a cutscene to gameplay, I would end up frozen in place in another excruciating pause for dialogue that I could
pay the barest of attention to because I was so annoyed at the design decisions of it all.

I'm not going to return it, I really should; not Early Access when it definitely needs to be. I really do hope this gets fixed because
there is something there but it is buried deep under annoying & unpleasant design choices that scream, nobody playtested this. I
want to recommend this game to people who deeply love the best of bad games on Steam, this is one of those games like
SuperMoose, like The Rebel where it's hard to express how baffling some of the choices are without experiencing them
yourself. The sort of games that make classic Jim Sterling videos.

It almost dethrones Robert Mensah's Sins Of The Father as the most flawed execution example in my head, that isn't praise
though.. The game runs great, that is the only thing good about this game.

Would not recommend.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8i3D_KB4RI. For years, this was probably our favorite strategy game to play on the home
LAN. We still play it from time to time. I highly recommend it (and, it goes on sale for under $1 from time to time).

Some helpful information: It is turned based; however, the turns can be timed if you want (60, 30, or 15 seconds). The game
does not work across the internet without a third party tool (look for the Moonbase Commander steam group to find that tool
called -- it's called Moonbase Console, and it can procedurally create random maps as well). It includes a built in map editor.
Also, the game has a very easy learning curve... there are not that many units, so it is a good intro strategy game for when friends
come over. However, multiplayer is limited to 4 players (but, bots can fill in, if you have less).. I have played alot of early access
Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It includes multiplayer which is awesome(although given
the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more than a couple of people in a game at a time). However, it
is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and Blade series if that were boiled down to an arcade
medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. I wasn't able to launch the game last night and posted to
the discussions. To my surprise I got a response in a couple hours which was around 5 or 6 am PST. The devs fixed the problem
right away and thats a really good sign in of itself.
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About the game:

This game is an absolute blast. The obvious influence being "Snake" (although the real OG's remember nibbles) which we all
know to be an addicting and sometimes maddeningly frustrating experience of "gotta get the highscore.. one more time..
DAMMIT... ok last one..."

Tails does this ^. And it does it well.

My 1.1 hours of play was supposed to be 5 minutes to check if the update worked to fix the launch problem... its approaching
3am now and I've been at work in a hot kitchen for 9 hours before coming home.. The last thing I wanted to do was stand and
move around... Now i'm sweating profusly and this water bottle doesn't hold enough water. So why didn't I just see it worked
and then stop?

Because Tails is extremely satisfying. It's like a snickers bar it's so satisfying.

The movement is so smooth. It just feels right. Its kinda hard to explain how it feels so here's some video of me playing to make
things a little more clear.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/W8OpvZb2Al4?t=2m43s

It's not perfect. The sound needs a little work here and there. The first "main menu" with the tutorial and start game options
scared me for a second because it was pretty blurry and not so great - but the actual graphics in game are very nice and crisp.
The "powerup" needs to be reworked graphically imo. Small things that NO DOUBT will be addressed quickly if they continue
to have a dialogue with players.

Super stoked to add it to my collection. I'll be playing alot I can tell.

edit:

tldr: The game is great, much fun, absolutely worth $7.99, devs seem invested and I should probably be in Rio right now.. When
I bought this I thought there would be a bonus mission or something. I recieved a paint job and a set of clothing. the paint job is
available through the car on demand app, but $3 for skins is a bit much. buy this during the summer sale or the winter sale like I
did.. Some other reviewers queried whether this game is dead and I have been working to proof this is indeed the case.
Eventhough the graphics are nice and it's a great hidden object game I strongly recommend not purchasing it. The developers
simply didn't bother to make a proper finish for the game and clearly are just trying to get you to make in-app purchases. I have
played the whole game without ever making an additional purchase, got every achievement that's possible in the game, finished
every collection multiple times and reached the highest level of all areas (highest level is 11, after that the bar just doesn't fill
anymore) and finished every task but the last one (the shards of the mirror) which never became active (even after there's no
progress to be had in the game whatsoever). I had hoped that the developers would not have just left this game unfinished
however thisis clearly the case. Point proven: THE GAME IS DEAD and not worth your money.. Man I love this game, it is
nostalgia of PAPERBOY! BRILLIANT
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